Dental CE Solutions Introduces:

Saturday
October 13, 2018
• Boston, MA
• Seaport Hotel
• Program

8am-5pm
• Friday night ac-

tivity (optional)
• Seating is limited

so register early!
This program is
designed to introduce the concept of
having a coordinator or in providing a
more formalized
training session for
an existing coordinator.

Developing the Surgical &
Restorative Implant Treatment Coordinator Role
There are many roles in the dental
practice and one that has gained popularity, due to the demand for specialized care, is the Surgical and Restorative Implant Coordinator.
These roles are designed to ensure a
more positive and comprehensive
approach to patient care. The Coordinators provide a guided approach to
patient therapy with great communication and interaction between the
surgical and restorative offices. This
attention creates a more personalized experience for the patient.
Defining the role of the Restorative
and Surgical Coordinator is crucial in
ensuring that the relationship between the surgical and restorative
practice run smoothly.
This program is an introduction to the
role of coordinator and how these
individuals can be ambassadors of
the dental practice.

This program will the journey into:
•

Outlining the responsibilities of
each role

•

Requirements for growing this
role in the dental practice

•

Benefits of this role in the dental
practice

•

Tracking Patients and the processes that are needed

•

Communication Forms

The second part of this session,
which will be a more advanced and
enhanced version of this program,
will be held on March 2-3, 2019 in
Mesa, AZ.

Tuition: $650

Dear Dental Implant Coordinators,

(Includes breakfast and lunch
at the program & handouts)

Dental CE Solutions sees the potential in ensuring
that Dental Implant Coordinators are offered
education that creates value in their profession.

We have limited attendance
and room so please register
early.
To Register: Email Anne at
anne@dentalcesolutions.com
Credits: 7
Once registered, a confirmation
email will be sent and it will
provide you with hotel & travel
information. Each attendee is
responsible for their own travel
and in booking their own hotel
within our block for special
pricing.

By educating the Restorative and Surgical Implant
Coordinators, they in turn, can educate the team
and their patients. Implant Coordinators have the
ability to drive education, sales and process’ within a
dental practice.
We hope you can attend this session and be able to
interact with others just like you.
We are looking to add an activity within walking
distance of the hotel on Friday night, so please try
to make it in early enough to enjoy!
Sincerely,
Anne & Shelley
Dental CE Solutions

Speakers:
Jamie M. Schoessling, BS, RDH

Stephanie S. Ura, BA

Ms. Schoessling received her
Bachelor of Science Degree in
Dental Hygiene from Marquette
University, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. She is the Restorative
Implant Treatment Coordinator
for a practice in Buffalo Grove, IL.
She practices dental hygiene,
coordinates all of the restorative
implant prosthetic patient care
and manages the day-to-day operations of the practice which
has a staff of 22 team members.
Ms. Schoessling lectures staff on
the benefits of an organized implant practice. Ms. Schoessling
has a financial relationship with
Dental CE Solutions for speaking
engagements.

Ms. Ura received her BA from the
University of New Hampshire.
She has been a surgical assistant
and coordinator of study clubs in
the practices she has worked in.
Today, Stephanie is a Surgical
Implant Treatment Coordinator
for a large Oral Surgery Practice
in New Hampshire. Ms. Ura has a
financial relationship with Dental
CE Solutions for speaking engagements.

Cancellation
For a full refund, cancellation notices must be
received via email to:
anne@dentalcesolutions.com within 55 days of
registering. Cancellations received after
September 1, 2018 are non-refundable, even if
they are within the 55 day window. Dental CE
Solutions has the right to cancel due to
unforeseen circumstances like weather,
natural disaster or family emergency (for the
speaker). No expenses incurred will be
reimbursed (ex: flight, hotel).
This continuing education activity has been
planned and implemented in accordance with
the standards of the ADA Continuing
Education Recognition Program (ADA CERP).
Dental CE Solutions is an ADA CERP
recognized provider. ADA CERP is a
service of the American Dental Association to
assist dental professionals in identifying
quality providers of continuing dental
education. ADA CERP does not approve or
endorse individual courses or instructors, nor
does it imply acceptance of credit hours by
boards of dentistry. Dental CE Solutions
designates this activity for 7 continuing
education credits. Continuing Education
Credits awarded in the U.S. for participation
in the CE activity may not apply towards
license renewal in all states. It is the
responsibility of each participant to verify the
requirements of his/her state licensing
board.

